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A propositional formula is in 2-CNF (2-conjunctive normalform) iff
it is the conjunction of clauses each of which has exactly two literals.
We show: If C=1+=, where =>0 is fixed and q(n)C } n, then almost
all formulas in 2-CNF with q(n) different clauses, where n is the number
of variables, are unsatisfiable. If C=1&= and q(n)C } n, then almost
all formulas with q(n) clauses are satisfiable. By ‘‘almost all’’ we mean
that the probability of the set of unsatisfiable or satisfiable formulas
among all formulas with q(n) clauses approaches 1 as n  . So C=1
givesusa thresholdseparatingsatisfiabilityandunsatisfiabilityof formulas
in 2-CNF in a probabilistic, asymptotic sense. To prove our result we
translate the satisfiability problem for formulas in 2-CNF into a graph
theoreticalquestion. Then we apply techniques from the theory of random
graphs. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
The motivation of this paper comes from the area of
probabilistic analysis of satisfiability algorithms. The worst-
case complexity f (n) of an algorithm A is usually defined
like f (n)=Max[runtime of A with input I | I is presented by
n bits]. Now it seems natural to define the average-case
complexity g of A as
g(n)=
 runtime of A with input I
|[I | I is represented by n bits]|
,
where the sum goes over all inputs I of A of length n.
However, this is usually not done. One reason for this is that
among all inputs which can be presented by n bits there are
often many trivial inputs which can be solved in a few steps
by A. This does not affect the worst-case complexity but
renders the above average complexity meaningless. There-
fore special natural looking families of input spaces (Fn) are
designed where each Fn often is a subset of all inputs of
length n or some polynomial in n. Then the average
complexity is computed with respect to such families of
input spaces endowed with a probability distribution
(usually the uniform one).
The main target of probabilistic analysis of satisfiability
algorithms has been the DavisPutnam procedure, a simple
backtracking algorithm. In [2, 9] this procedure is analyzed
when the family of input spaces is given by: Formn(q, k)=
the set of all propositional formulas over n variables with
q=q(n) nontautological clauses having exactly k literals
each. Multiple occurrences of the same clause are allowed
and each formula from Formn(q, k) is equally likely. The
purpose of this paper is to contribute to an analysis of these
input spaces.
Naturally the main target of investigation is Formn(q, 3),
because k=3 is the smallest k such that no polynomial time
satisfiability algorithm is known. For k=2 we can test
satisfiability in linear time [1]. If q=q(n) approaches C } n
for a constant C the following results are known about
Formn(q, 3): The average size of the whole backtracking
tree of a simplified DavisPutnam procedure is exponential
in n [2, 9]. (There are different families of input spaces
where this size is polynomial [10].) For almost all
unsatisfiable formulas from Formn(q, 3) the length of the
shortest resolution proof is exponential, i.e, (1+=)n for a
fixed =>0 [5]. On the other hand, the following positive
results are known: The DavisPutnam procedure using
only the pure literal heuristics finds a satisfying truth value
assignment in polynomial time for almost all formulas of
Formn(q, 3) if C<1 [8]. This procedure with another
heuristics finds a satisfying assignment in polynomial time
for a portion of Formn(q, 3) whose probability is = for a
fixed =>0 if C<2.99 [4]. Note that the size of C
corresponds to the ‘‘degree of unsatisfiability.’’
Let X : Formn(q, 3)  N be the random variable assigning
to each formula F the number of truth value assignments of
the n underlying variables, which make F true. If C>
(&ln 2)(ln 78) (r5.19) we have for the expectation of X
that EX  0, hence almost no formula is satisfiable [6, 7, 9].
If C<(&ln 2)(ln 78) then EX  . (See [6, 9] for addi-
tional experiments concerning EX.) But EX   does not
mean that almost all formulas are satisfiable. Many satisfying
assignments can be concentrated in a small portion of all
formulas. The computation of the variance of X and
experiments in [3] show that this must be the case. The
experiments suggest that for C<4 the formulas tend to be
satisfiable and for C>4 unsatisfiable. A proof of this is not
known.
It is generally believed and can be confirmed by
experiments, that satisfiability algorithms when run with
samples from the probability spaces Formn(q, 3) have a
characteristic peak in their average running time when C is
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around 4 (recall q(n) approaches C } n). So formulas at the
conjectured satisfiability threshold exhibit some kind of
average case hardness. This makes them suitable as
benchmarks for the average case behavior of satisfiability
algorithms.
After the appearance of the first version of this paper [17]
there has been considerable progress in the 3-CNF case.
However a sharp threshold has not been proved [1921].
The subject matter of this paper is the simpler space
Formn(q)=Formn(q, 2) with q=q(n) approaching C } n for
a constant C, modified such that no double occurrences of
clauses are allowed. Looking at Formn(q) with double
occurrences it is known that EX  0 for C>(&ln 2)(ln 34)
(r2.49) and EX   for C<(&ln 2)(ln 34), where X is
the random variable as above. Experiments suggest a
satisfiability threshold for C=1 (cf. [12, Table 1, p. 228]).
To prove our threshold result we can build on the
literature dealing with the peculiar properties of 2-CNF. An
early paper in this area is [22]. We need the results of [1].
In [1] the question of unsatisfiability of a propositional
formula in 2-CNF is reduced to the existence of certain
cycles in certain graphs. Applying this technique to our
random formulas allows us to reduce the question of
unsatisfiability to the existence of a special kind of cycles in
certain random graphs. Then we apply techniques from the
theory of random graphs (the ‘‘first moment method’’ and
the ‘‘second moment method’’ [14]) to obtain the
threshold. As the spaces of random graphs considered here
are different from the usual spaces of random graphs this
application is not straightforward. The second moment
method in its standard form is used to show the existence of
subgraphs of constant size in almost all random graphs with
a certain number of edges. Here we apply this method to
show the existence of cycles of increasing size. We build on
the methods introduced in [16].
A first version of this paper is [17], the same threshold
has been obtained independently in [18].
In Section 1 we fix terminology and prove same basic
results. In Section 2 we show that for C<1 almost all
formulas are satisfiable. Section 3 deals with the case C>1.
1. BASICS
We consider propositional formulas over finite sets of
propositional variables. Let Varn=[x1 , ..., xn] be a
standard set of n propositional variables. Litn=[x1 , ..., xn ,
x 1 , ..., x n] is the set of literals over Varn . We let x =x. The
set of clauses over Varn is
Clausen=[[L, K] | L, K # Litn , L{K, L {K].
We write L 6 K for [L, K]. Note that our definition neither
allows unit clauses nor tautological clauses. We have not
checked whether our results depend on this condition. (We
do not think they do.) The reason for this condition is to
reduce the technical effort in the subsequent calculations as
much as possible. We have
|Clausen |=4 } \n2+=2n(n&1).
We let n always be the number of variables. N=N(n)=
2n } (n&1) is the number of clauses. We always assume that
n is large. The set of formulas consisting of q clauses over n
variables is given by
Formn(q)=[[C1 , ..., Cq] | Ci # Clausen , Ci {Cj
for all i{ j].
For [C1 , ..., Cq] we write C1 7 } } } 7 Cq . We have
|Formn(q)|=\Nq + .
A mapping ? : Varn  [0, 1] is a truth value assignment (0
for false and 1 for true). We extend ? to Litn by letting
?(x )=1 iff ?(x)=0. We say ? < L 6 K, ? satisfies L 6 K,
iff ?(L)=1 or ?(K)=1. Moreover ? < C1 7 } } } 7 Cq , ?
satisfies C1 7 } } } 7 Cq iff ? < Ci for all i.
We consider Form(q) as a probability space with the
uniform distribution:
Pr (F )=1<\Nq +
for F # Form(q) .Satn(q) is the set of satisfiable formulas
from Formn(q); Unsatn(q) is the set of unsatisfiable formulas.
A formula graph over n variables is a directed graph G=
(V, E) with V=Litn , E[(L, K) | L, K # V, L{K, L{K ]
and (L, K) # E  (K , L ) # E. We call L  K, K  L a pair of
complementary edges. FGn(q) is the set of formula graphs
over n variables with exactly q pairs of complementary
edges. Let F # Formn(q). The formula graph of F, FG(F ) #
FGn(q) is given by: FG(F )=(V, E) with V=Litn and
L  K, K  L # E iff L 6 K is a clause of F. Note that L 6K
is equivalent to L  K 7 K  L. As the mapping [L, K] [
[L  K, K  L] is bijective we have
|FGn(q)|=\Nq + .
FGn(q) becomes a probability space by defining
Pr (G)=1<\Nq + .
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FIGURE 1
The complete formula graph over n variables is the graph
containing all N possible pairs of complementary edges.
For example if F=(x6y) 7 (x 6y) 7 (x 6 y ) 7 (x 6 y ),
then we get the formula graph from Fig. 1. Let G=(V, E) be
a formula graph. A path W in G is a subgraph W=L1 
} } }  Lk where Li {Lj for all i{j and Li  Li+1 # E. If
k=0, then W=<, the empty path, if k=1, then W=L1 .
Length(W) = 0 if k = 0. Length(W) = k&1 if k  1.
A cycle ? in G is a subgraph ?=L1  L2  } } }  Lk  L1 ,
where k2, Li{Lj for all i{ j, and Li  Li+1 ,
Lk  L1 # E. We define Length(?)=k. If H=(U, F ) with
ULitn is a directed graph, not necessarily a formula
graph, we let E(H)=F, the set of edges of H, and
Lit(H)=U, the set of literals of H. Often we write L # H for
L # Lit(H). Finally let Pairs(H)=[[L  K, K  L ] |
L  K # F] be the set of pairs of edges necessary for a for-
mula graph to have H as a subgraph. A pair L, L # Lit(H)
is called a contradictory pair of H. The complementary graph
of H, H =(U , F ) is given by U =[L | L # U] and F =
[L  K | K  L # F]. A formula graph G has H as a sub-
graph iff it has H as a subgraph. For the notion ‘‘strong
component’’ we refer to [1]. For two strong components C
and D of a graph G we say D is a successor of C iff there is
an edge in G leading from a literal of C to a literal of D. The
ordering on the strong components of G is the transitive
closure of this successor relation.
1.1. Theorem. Let F be a formula and G=FG(F). The
following three statements are equivalent.
(a) F is unsatisfiable.
(b) G contains a contradictory strong component, i.e., one
with a contradictory pair.
(c) G contains a contradictory cycle.
Proof. (a) O (b) (cf. also [1]) From the definition of
strong component we get, C is a contradictory strong
component of G iff C=C .
Now, assume that G contains no contradictary strong
component. We construct a truth value assignment satisfying
F as follows: First we assign truth values to all strong
components of G, such that holds: If C<D and C is
assigned a 1, then D is assigned a 1. For this we use the
following algorithm:
FIGURE 2
M :=[C | C is a maximal strong component of G w.r.t.
the ordering of strong components]
until M=< do
for all C # M do
if C has not yet been assigned a truth value
then
assign C the value 1
assign C the value 0
fi
M :=[C | C is a predecessor of a D # M]
end.
Now, to any L # C, where C is a strong component, we
assign the truth value of C to L. This gives us a truth value
assignment satisfying G.
(b) O (c) If G contains a contradictory strong compo-
nent, we have a pair of literals L, L and two paths U and V
in G, such that P=L  U  L and Q=L  V  L are
paths of G. If Lit(U) & Lit(V)=<, we have a contradictory
cycle in G. Otherwise, let K be the first literal of U common
to U and V. Then P=L  U1  K  U2  L and Q=L 
V1  K  V2  L and Lit(U1) & Lit(V)=<. If Lit(U1) &
Lit(V 2){< the cycle in Fig. 2 is a contradictory cycle of G.
If Lit(U2) & Lit(V 1){< the two paths L  V1  K,
K  U2  L give us two paths like P and Q above, with the
number of common literals reduced by at least 1 and we can
proceed by induction. Finally, let Lit(U2) & Lit(V 1)=<
and Lit(U1) & Lit(V 2)=<. Let I be the last literal on
L  U1 with I # Lit(L  V1) and let U$1 be the piece of U1 to
the right of I and V$1 the piece of V1 to the right of I . Let J
be the first literal on U2  L with J # Lit(V2  L). Again let
U$2 be the piece of U2 to the left of J and V$2 the piece of V2
to the left of J . Then the two paths I  U$1  K  U$2  J
and J  V $2  K  V $1  I contain no common literal and
thus can be connected to a contradictory cycle.
(c) O (a) (cf. also [22]) The edges of the formula graph
present the implications whose conjunction is satisfiable
iff the formula is satisfiable. If the formula graph has a
contradictory cycle containing the literals L and L we
cannot satisfy the formula: If we assign a 1 to L, L must be
1, too, in order to satisfy all implications. If we assign 1
to L , L must be 1. In either case we cannot satisfy all
implications. K
We need the following arithmetical formulas: Let p
q0. Then
( p)q= ‘
q
i=1
( p&i+1)= p } ( p&1) } } } } } ( p&q+1)
and
\pq+=
( p)q
q!
.
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FIGURE 3
If sq then
\p&sq&s+
\pq+
=
(q)s
( p)s
.
If p= p(n), q=q(n), and q=o( p12) then ( p)q tpq; see [14,
formula 3.5, p. 130].
2. FEWER CLAUSES THAN VARIABLES
In this section we prove:
2.1. Theorem. If C<1 and q(n)C } n then almost
all formulas of Formn(q(n)) are satisfiable. That is
Pr(Sat(q(n)))  1.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is presented as a series of defini-
tions and lemmas. For the rest of this section let:
C=1&=, where =>0 is fixed;
q=q(n) # N with q(n)C } n.
If not otherwise stated, the results of this section refer to
the probability spaces Formn(q(n)) and FGn(q(n)).
We first show that a contradictory formula graph, i.e.,
a formula graph with a contradictory cycle, has a contradic-
tory cycle in a certain normalform.
2.2. Definition. Let a, b, c # N with a1, ba, and
c0. The cycle ? is of type a, b, c iff ? can be decomposed
as in Fig. 3, where the Si are nonempty paths and the Ui , Vi
are (possibly empty) paths such that:
v Each contradictory pair of ? occurs in exactly one Si , S i .
v i |Lit(Si)|=b (= the number of contradictary pairs
of ?).
v i ( |Lit(Ui)|+|Lit(Vi)| )=c (= the number of literals
L # ? with L  ?).
FIGURE 4
FIGURE 5
We say ? has a sections. The number of pairs of edges
to get ? is given by: |Pairs(?)|=a+b+c, whereas Length(?)
=a+b+c+(b&a). Hence, b&a is the number of pairs of
complementary edges of ?. We say ? is in normalform if
there exist a, b, c such that ? is of the type a, b, c.
2.3. Example. The cycle of Fig. 4 is of type 2, 2, 0 with
S1=x and S2= y. Note that we cannot have S1=x  y
because then S 1= y  x .
The cycle of Fig. 5 is of type 1, 2, 2 with S1=x  y,
U1=u, and V1=v.
The cycle of Fig 6 is not in normalform. The complemen-
tary literals are x, x , y, y . If S1=x, then S2= y but then we
should have y after x . If S1=x  u  y then S 1= y  u  x
does not occur in the cycle. But a formula graph containing
this cycle also contains the path y  u  x and therefore the
cycle in Fig. 7 which is of type 1, 3, 2 with S1=x  u  y,
three pairs of complementary literals, two literals whose
complement is not on the cycle.
Note that the decomposition of a cycle is unique, up to
cyclic permutations of the S1 , ..., Sa , S1 , ..., Sa .
2.4. Lemma. Every contradictory formula graph has a
cycle in normalform.
Proof. Let ? be a contradictory cycle in the formula
graph G. If ? has only one contradictory pair, ? is in
normalform. If ? has more contradictory pairs we show in
two steps that G has a cycle in normalform. In Step 1 we
show that G has a contradictory cycle which can be decom-
posed as R VW rsuch that neither V nor W alone contain a
contradictory pair of literals. In Step 2 we show that if G has
a cycle which can be decomposed in V and W as above then
G has a cycle in normalform.
Step 1. We decompose ? as ?=R VW rwhere V, W is a
pair of paths such that V contains the minimal number of
FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7
contradictory pairs among all pairs of paths R, S with
?=RRS rsatisfying:
(1) S contains no contradictory pair of literals.
(2) S contains at least one literal L with L # ?.
As two paths R, S, where ?=RRS rand S=L is a single
literal with L # ?, satisfy (1) and (2), such a decomposition
exits.
We proceed inductively on the number of contradictory
pairs in V. If V contains no such pair we are finished.
Otherwise, let L, L # V be the unique pair such that L
follows L on V and such that for each F # V following L we
have F  V. Let H be the first literal after L such that H # W.
H must exist because of the minimality condition for V.
Otherwise L would belong to W. We decompose ? as in
Fig. 8 for suitable paths Xi . The formula graph G contains
the path H  X 2  L. For all K # X2 holds K  ?. This
follows from the definition of L and H. Therefore we get a
cycle ?$ if we replace H  X4  L in ? by H  X 2  L. We
can decompose ?$=R V$W$ rsuch that V$, W$ satisfy (1) and
(2) above but V$ contains at least one contradictory pair
(the pair L, L ) less that V. The claim follows by induction.
Step 2. Let ? be a cycle which has been obtained by
Step 1 and has at least 2 contradictory pairs. We decompose
? as ?=R VW rsuch that L, L # ? O L # V, L # W.
Let S1 , ..., S: where :1 be the set of maximal nonempty
subpaths of V such that S 1 , ..., S : are subpaths of W. Then
we have paths U1 , ..., U: , V1 , ..., V: such that ? can be
decomposed as Fig. 9, where [i1 , ..., i:]=[1, ..., :]. If for
all k, l holds l>k O il>ik , the cycle is in normalform.
Otherwise, we proceed inductively on the number of pairs
l, k violating this condition. Let h be the smallest k for which
there is an l>k with il<ik . Then the lower path of ? has the
form of Fig. 10 and ih>h.
Let j be the greatest l with l>h and il<ih . We replace the
path S ij  } } }  S ih in the lower half of ? by the comple-
ment of Sij  Uij  } } }  Uih&1  Sih from the upper half.
This replacement gives us a cycle because we have ijh and
FIGURE 8
FIGURE 9
l> j O il>ih . Moreover, the number of pairs violating the
condition above has decreased by 1. K
2.5. Definition. Let ? be a cycle in normalform. X? is
the indicator random variable of the event ‘‘G contains ?.’’
That is,
X? : FG(q)  [0, 1]
with
X?(G)={1 if G contains ?,0 otherwise.
We have X?=0 if ? is of type a, b, c with a+b+c>q. In
the following we always assume a+b+cq.
The random variable Xa, b, c is given by
Xa, b, c=:
?
X? ,
where the sum goes over all cycles of type a, b, c in the
complete formula graph over n variables. The random
variable X is given by
X= :
a, b, c
Xa, b, c ,
where the sum goes over all a, b, c with a1, ba, and
c0. X(G) gives us the number of all cycles in normalform
in G. Let +a, b, c be the number of all cycles of type a, b, c in
the complete formula graph.
To prove Theorem 2.1 we now proceed as follows: We
show Pr(Unsat(q))  0. We have
Pr(Unsat(q))=Pr[G # FG(q) | G contains
a contradictory cycle]
=Pr(X1)EX,
where that last inequality is Markov’s inequality.
We show EX  0 for n  .
FIGURE 10
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2.6. Corollary. (a) Let ? be a cycle of type a, b, c,
then
EX?=
(q)a+b+c
(N)a+b+c
(b) +a, b, c\nb+ V b! V 2b V \
n&b
c + V c! V 2c
V \b&1a&1+ V \
c+2a&1
c + V
1
2a
(c) EXa, b, c\b&1a&1+ V \
c+2a&1
2a&1 + V Cb+c V \
D
n +
a
,
where D=
C
1&C
.
(Recall: C is defined right after Theorem 2.1.)
Proof.
(a) EX?= :
G # FG(q)
X?(G) V Pr (G)
=
[G # FG(q) | G contains ?]
\Nq+
=
\N&a&b&cq&a&b&c +
\Nq +
=
(q)a+b+c
(N)a+b+c
as a+b+cqN.
Note that ? requires a+b+c complementary pairs of edges.
(b) Let
B=\nb+ V b! V 2b, E=\
n&b
c + V c! V 2c.
Each cycle ? of type a, b, c can be obtained as follows:
(1) Choose the path S=S1  S2  } } }  Sa : B possi-
bilities. We choose b variables from n order them and negate
them or not. Note that we only choose the whole path S not
its partition into the Si .
(2) Choose the path U=U1  U2  } } }  Ua  V1
 } } }  Va : E possibilities. Again we do not yet choose the
partition of U.
(3) Partition S into the Si where each Si is nonempty:
( b&1a&1) possibilities. The number of choices for the Si is equal
to the number of vectors (m1 , ..., ma) with mi # N"[0] for
all i and m1+ } } } +ma=b. There are ( b&1a&1) such vectors
[15, Exercise 11, p. 13].
(4) Partition the path U into the Ui , Vi : ( c+2a&1c )
possibilities: The number of choices for the Ui , Vi is
bounded by the number of vectors (m1 , ..., m2a) with mi # N
(mi=0 is possible) and m1+ } } } +m2a=c. There are
( c+2a&1c )=(
c+2a&1
2a&1 ) such vectors [15, Proposition 6.1,
p. 11]. (In the case a=1 we have U1 {< and V1 {<
because we have no edges x  x , therefore the .)
(1) through (4) give us
B V E V \b&1a&1+ V \
c+2a&1
2a&1 +
choices for ?. But, each ? has been chosen 2 V a times
because of cyclic permutations and because choosing
S=S1  } } }  Sa and S=S 1  } } }  S a gives the same ?
twice. So the above product divided by 2a is still an upper
bound for +a, b, c .
(c) Some simple bounds first:
(q(n))a+b+c(q(n))a+b+cC a+b+c V na+b+c ;
(N)a+b+c= ‘
a+b+c
i=1
(N&i+1)
> (2n(n&1)&2(i&1))
(as 2(a+b+c&1)2n(n&1))
=2a+b+c V > (n(n&1)&i+1)
2a+b+c V > (n(n&1)&n(i&1))
(as a+b+c&1n&1)
=2a+b+c V na+b+c V (n&1)a+b+c ;
(n&b&c)a+1= ‘
a+1
i=1
(n&b&c&i+1)
(n&q(n))a+1
(as a+b+cq(n)n)
(n&C V n)a+1
(as q(n)C V nn).
Finally,
EXa, b, c+a, b, c V
(q)a+b+c
(N)a+b+c
(n)b+c V 2b+c V \b&1a&1+ V \
c+2a&1
2a&1 + V
1
2a
V
Ca+b+c V na+b+c
2a+b+c V na+b+c V (n&1)a+b+c
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\b&1a&1+ V \
c+2a&1
2a&1 + V
1
2a
V
1
2a
V Ca+b+c V
n
(n&C V n)a+1
=\b&1a&1+ V \
c+2a&1
2a&1 + V
1
2a
V
1
2a
V Cb+c V
1
1&C
V \ C(1&C) V n+
a
\b&1a&1+ V \
c+2a&1
2a&1 + V Cb+c V \
D
n +
a
,
where D=C(1&C). K
The following theorem finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
2.7. Theorem. EX  0 for n  .
Proof. With Corollary 2.6(c) we get as C<1,
EX :

a=1 \
D
n +
a
V :

b&1=a&1 \
b&1
a&1+ V C b
V :

c=0 \
c+2a&1
2a&1 + V C c
= :

a=1 \
D
n +
a
V C V :

b&1=a&1 \
b&1
a&1+ V Cb&1
V
1
(1&C)2a
[11, formula 5.56]
= :

a=1 \
D
n +
a
V
C a
(1&C)a
V
1
(1&C)2a
[11, formula 5.57]
= :

a=1 \
E
n+
a
=
1
1&En
&1  0 for n  ,
where E is a suitable constant. K
3. MORE CLAUSES THAN VARIABLES
In this section we prove:
3.1. Theorem. If C>1 and q(n) # N with q(n)C } n
then almost all formulas of Formn(q(n)) are unsatisfiable. That
is Pr[F # Formn(q(n)) | F is unsatisfiable]  1 for n  .
For the rest of this section let n be large and:
N=N(n)=4 } \n2+ ,
C=1+=, where =>0 is fixed,
q=q(n) # N with N(n)q(n)C } n,
k=k(n) # N with k(n)=WlogC nX,
l=l(n)=2k+2.
We always refer to the probability spaces Formn(q(n)) and
FGn(q(n)).
For a, b, c fixed we get with Corollary 2.6(c) that if
q(n)=C } n then EXa, b, cO((1n)a). As a1 almost no
graph has a cycle of type a, b, c for fixed a, b, c. Since the
transformation proving Lemma 2.4 transforms contradictory
cycles of length O(1) into cycles of type a, b, c, where
a+b+c=O(1), we also get that almost no graph has a
contradictory cycle of length O(1). Therefore we look at
cycles of length logarithmic in n, actually of length
l=2k+2. We show that almost all formula graphs have a
cycle ? of length l, such that ? contains exactly one
contradictory pair of literals. Intuitively, cycles with more
contradictory pairs only seem less likely for the following
reason: For a cycle of length l with m1 contradictory
pairs we can choose only l&m vertices because m vertices
participate in the contradiction.
At this point it might be useful to look at a somewhat
similar situation in normal directed random graphs: The
formula graph of a random formula Formn(C } n) is a directed
random graph over 2 } n vertices with C } n independent
pairs of edges, hence with 2 } C } n edges. If we look at the
analogous situation of a directed random graph with 2 } n
vertices and C } 2 } n independent edges we have [13]: If
C<1, then the probability that such a graph has a cycle
approaches C and the average number of cycles &log(1&C).
As the probability C, approaches 1 as C  1, for C1
almost all directed random graphs have a cycle. (Here one
uses the trivial observation that more edges are more likely
to induce a cycle.)
In the next definition we fix the kind of cycles which we
consider.
3.2. Definition. (a) Let P be a (nonempty) path and
L a literal. We consider the unordered pair of paths
L  P  L , L  P  L (=L  P  L ). If a formula graph
has one of these paths it has the other one, too. We
distinguish these two paths by calling one of them main path
and the other one side path. We assume that for any pair of
paths as above these names are fixed from now on.
(b) A cycle ? is a simple cycle iff there exist a variable x
and main paths
x  L1  L2  } } }  Lk  x ,
x  G1  G2  } } }  Gk  x
and such that ? can be presented as in Fig.11, where x, x is
the only contradictory pair of ? (and all nodes are pairwise
different). Note that ? contains no pair of complementary
edges. We call x  L1  L2  } } }  Lk  x the first main
path of ?, Fmp ?, and x  G1  G2  } } }  Gk  x the
second main path of ?, Smp ?. The first and second side path
of ? are given by Fsp ?=Fmp ? and Ssp ?=Smp ?. We
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FIGURE 11
have |Pairs(Fmp ?)|=|Pairs(Smp) ?|=k+1 and |Pairs(?)|
=l. Note that Fsp ?=x  L k  L k&1  } } }  L 1  x
and Ssp ?=x  G k  G k&1  } } }  G 1  x. The first
paths always go from a variable x to x , whereas the second
paths go from a negated variable x to x.
(c) Let ? be a simple cycle in the complete formula
graph over n variables. X? is the indicator random
variables of the event ‘‘G contains ?’’:
X?={1 if G contains ?0 otherwise.
The random variables X gives us the total number of sim-
ple cycles:
X=:
?
X? ,
where the sum is over all simple cycles ? in the complete
formula graph. Let +=+(n) be the total number of simple
cycles in the complete formula graph over n variables.
3.3. Corollary.
(a) +=n V \n&1k + V k! V 2k&1 V \
n&1&k
k +
V k! V 2k&1
=(n) l&1 V 22k&2tnl&1 V 2 l&4.
(b) EX?=
\N&lq&l +
\Nq +
=
(q) l
(N) l
=\ C2 V (n&1)+
l
V (1+o(1)).
(c) EX=+ V
\N&lq& l +
\Nq +
=+ V
(q) l
(N) l
+ V \ C2 V (n&1)+
l

1
16
V C 2 V n V (1+o(1))  
as n  .
Proof. (a) Each simple cycle in the complete formula
graph can be obtained by exactly one sequence of choices
of the following choosing process:
(1) Choose the contradictory pair: n possibilities.
(2) Choose the k variables of the first main path, order
them, and negate them or not: ( n&1k ) V k! V 2
k&1 possi-
bilities. The last factor is 2k&1 instead of 2k because if x 
P  x is a main path, then x  P  x is not a main path
and therefore cannot be chosen.
(3) The second main path: ( n&1&kk ) V k! V 2
k&1 possi-
bilities.
Hence for n large enough
+=n V \n&1k + V k! V 2k&1 V \
n&1&k
k + V k! V 2k&1
=n V
(n&1)!
k!(n&1&k)!
V k! V 2k&1 V
(n&1&k)!
k!(n&1&2k)!
V k! V 2k&1
=(n)2k+1 V 22k&2tnl&1 V 2 l&4
because l=o(n12) and l=2k+2.
(b) Let ? be a simple cycle in the complete formula
graph. There are ( N&lq&l ) graphs in FG(q) which have ?
because |Pairs(?)| =l ; hence
EX?=
1
\Nq +
V :
G
X?(G)=
\N&lq& l +
\Nq +
=
(q) l
(N) l

(C V n) l
(2 V n V (n&1)) l
=\ C2(n&1)+
l
V (1+o(1))
because l=o(n12).
(c) EX=:
?
EX?=:
?
\N&lq&l +
\Nq +
=+ V
\N&lq&l +
\Nq +
=+ V
(q) l
(N) l
nl&1 V 2l&4 V
C 2k V C 2
2 l V (n&1) l
V (1+o(1))

1
16
C 2 V n V (1+o(1)),
as l=o(n12) and k=WlogC nX. Here we need C>1! K
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In the following we use the abbreviations
+1=\n&1k + V k! V 2k&1=(n&1)k V 2k&1 V (1+o(1)),
+2=\n&1&kk + V k! V 2k&1
=(n&1&k)k V 2k&1 V (1+o(1)),
as k=o(n12). Then +=n V +1 V +2 .
Despite the fact that the average number of simple cycles
goes to infinity we cannot be sure that each graph has a simple
cycle. To prove this we apply the second moment method
extending the argument of [16]: We have
Pr[F | F is satisfiable]
Pr[G # FG(q) | G has no simple cycle]
=Pr(X=0)
Pr((X&EX)2(EX)2)
VX
(EX)2
,
where the last inequality is Chebychef ’s inequality [15,
p. 249]. We show
VX
(EX)2
=o(1).
As
VX
(EX)2
=
E(X 2)
(EX)2
&1,
the result follows from
E(X2)
(EX )2
=1+o(1).
As
X=:
?
X? ,
we have
X2= :
(?, ?$)
X? V X?$ ,
where the sum is over all ordered pairs of simple cycles
(?, ?$) in the complete formula graph. To compute
E(X2)(EX)2 we decompose the random variable X2 as a
sum of random variables. This decomposition is induced by
the different ways in which the two simple cycles (?, ?$) can
have common edges.
3.4. Definition. (a) Let V be a path in a formula
graph, let <{SE(V) (E(V) is the set of edges of V) and
let C=e1 } } } en , where n1 be a sequence of n consecutive
edges of V.
C is a chain of S on V iff C # S and if f is the edge succed-
ing en or preceding e1 on V then f  S.
We let ChainV S be the set of chains of S on V. We have
1|ChainV S||S| and |ChainV S|Length (V)&|S|+1.
We need the ‘‘+1’’ because if V=A  B  C  D and
S=[A  B, C  D], then there are two chains of S on V
and Length (V)& |S|+1=2. If S=[A  B, B  C], we
have one chain of S on V.
(b) For an ordered pair (?, ?$) of simple cycles we
define conditions 1 through 7. By these conditions we
distinguish the ways in which ? _ ? and ?$ _ ? $ can have
common edges.
1. ?=?$.
The remaining conditions only apply if ?{?$. Let E=
E(? _ ? ) be the set of edges of ? _ ? .
2. E(?$) & E=<. ? _ ? and ?$ have no common edges
(they may have common vertices).
3. Fmp ?$=Fmp ? and
a. E(Smp ?$) & E=< or
b. E(Smp ?$) & E=S{<.
We say the pair (?, ?$) satisfies conditions 3.b with
parameters r, R iff |S|=r and |ChainSmp ?$ S|=R. (Then
1rk, 1Rr, and Rk+1&r+1=k&r+2.)
4. a, b. Analogous to 3, changing the roles of Fmp and
Smp.
5. E(Fmp ?$) & E=<, Smp ?${Smp ?, and E(Smp ?$)
& E=S{<. As in 3.b we define condition 5 with
parameters r, R.
6. Analogous to 5, changing to roles of Smp and Fmp.
7. Fmp ?$ & E=S{<, Fmp ?${Fmp ?, and Smp ?$
& E=S${<, Smp ?${Smp ?. We say (?, ?$) satisfies
condition 7 with parameters r, R and t, T iff |S|=r,
|ChainFmp ?$ S|=R and |S$|=t, |ChainSmp ?$ S$|=T.
For each pair of simple cycles exactly one of the above
conditions holds. Note that situations like Fmp ?$=Fsp ?
cannot occur because Fmp ?$ must be a main path. Situa-
tions like Fmp ?$=Smp ? cannot occur because first main
paths go from a positive to a negative variable, whereas
second main paths go from a negative to a positive variable.
(c) The random variable X1 is given by
X1 : FG(q)  N
X1= :
?, ?$
X? V X?$ ,
where the sum goes over all pairs of simple cycles satisfying
condition 1. The random variables X2 , X3a , X3b , X4a , X4b ,
X5 , X6 , and X7 are defined analogously.
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Now we have
X2=X1+X2+ } } } +X7
and
E(X2)
(EX)2
=
EX1
(EX)2
+
EX2
(EX)2
+ } } } +
EX7
(EX)2
.
In the followings series of lemmas we compute these sum-
mands. It turns out that
EXj
(EX)2
=o(1), i.e., EXj=o((EX)2)
for j{2, whereas
EX2
(EX)2
t1, i.e., EX2 t(EX)2.
As X2 counts the number of pairs of simple cycles without
common edges, this means that the average number of pairs
of simple cycles (?, ?$) such that ?$ has common edges with
? _ ? is asymptotically irrelevant, compared to the number
of such pairs without common edges. An intuitive explana-
tion why this property implies that almost all graphs have
a simple cycle is the following: Assume we have a constant
fraction of all formula graphs contains no simple cycle; then
the remaining formula graphs must be packed very densely
with simple cycles in order to allow for the high average.
But, the more densely the graphs are packed with cycles, the
more often pairs of cycles having edges in common occur.
3.5. Lemma. EX1 (EX)2=o(1).
Proof. Trivial, as X1=X and EX  . K
3.6. Lemma. EX2 (EX)21.
Proof. The number of pairs (?, ?$) with E(?$) &
E(? _ ? )=< is +2. For a given (?, ?$) we have ( N&2lq&2l )
graphs in FG(q) which have both ? and ?$. Hence
EX2+2 V \N&2lq&2l +<\
N
q +
and with Corollary 3.3(c)
EX2
(EX)2

\N&2lq&2l +
\N&lq&l +
V
\Nq +
\N&lq&l +
=
(q&l) l
(N&l ) l
V
(N) l
(q) l

(q) l
(N) l
V
(N) l
(q) l
=1,
where the last inequality holds because (q&l&i)(N&l&i)
(q&i)(N&i) which follows from the trivial observation
that for u, v, w>0 holds uv O uv(u+w)(v+w). K
3.7. Lemma. EX3a (EX)2=o(1), EX4a(EX)2=o(1).
Proof. For fixed ? we have +2 many cycles ?$ such
that (?, ?$) satisfies condition 3.a because Fmp ?$ (and
hence the contradictory pair of ?) cannot be chosen. Hence,
the number of pairs of cycles satisfying 3.a is + V +2 . For
a given (?, ?$) satisfying 3.a we have ( n&2l+k+1q&2l+k+1) graphs in
FG(q) containing both ? and ?$. Hence,
EX3a+ V +2 V \N&2l+k+1q&2l+k+1 +<\
N
q +
and with corollary 3.3(c),
EX3a
(EX)2

\N&l&k&1q&l&k&1 +
\N&lq&l +
V
\Nq +
\N&lq&l +
V
1
n V +1
=
(q&l )k+1
(N&l)k+1
V
(N) l
(q) l
V
1
n V +1

(q)k+1
(N)k+1
V
(N) l
(q) l
V
1
n V +1
(cf. proof of Lemma 3.6)
=\ qN+
k+1
V \Nq +
l
V
1
n V +1
V (1+o(1))
(k, l=o(n12))
=\Nq +
k+1
V
1
n V +1
V (1+o(1))
\2(n&1)C +
k+1
V
1
(n&1)k V n V 2k&1
V (1+o(1)) (k=o(n12))
4 V
1
C V n
(1+o(1)) (k=WlogC nX)
=o(1). K
The proof of the following lemma would finish the proof
of Theorem 3.1.
3.8. Lemma. EX3b (EX)2=o(1), EX5 (EX)2=o(1),
EX7 (EX)2=o(1). The same applies for EX4b and EX6 .
The cases of Lemma 3.8 require a more detailed analysis
of the ways in which the main paths of ?$ can have common
edges with ? _ ? . We include the lengthy proof in the
Appendix.
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 3.8
We begin by distinguishing two kinds of chains on ? _ ? .
Note that in 3.4(a) we define a chain of S on V, where V is
a path. But ? _ ? is not a path. The graph ? _ ? has the form
of Fig. 12; note ? =Smp ? _ Ssp ?.
A.1. Definition. Let SE(?, _ ? ) and let C=e1 } } } en ,
where n1, be a sequence of consecutive edges of ? _ ? :
C is a chain of S on ? _ ? iff CS & E(?) or CS & E(? )
and if f is a successor of en or a predecessor of e1 on ? _ ? ;
then f  S and f  S.
Let Chain? _ ? S be the set of chains of S on ? _ ? . Let
Chain? S the subset of these chains which are contained
in ?.
C is a broken chain of S on ? _ ? iff CS and
C & E(?){< and C & E(? ){< and if f is a successor of en
or a predecessor of e1 on ? _ ? ; then f  S and f  S.
Brchain? _ ? S is the set of broken chains of S on ? _ ? .
Broken chains go from ? to ? or vice versa, whereas chains
either are in ? or in ? .
A.2. Corollary. (a) If (?, ?$) satisfies condition 3.b
with parameters r, R, then |Chain? _ ? S|=R. (For S see
Definition 3.4(b), condition 3.b.)
(b) If (?, ?$) satisfies condition 5 with parameters r, R,
then either |Chain? _ ? S|=R or |Chain? _ ? S|=R&1 and
|Brchain? _ ? S|=1.
(c) If (?, ?$) satisfies condition 7 with parameters r, R,
t, T then the following two statements hold :
FIGURE 12
Firststatement:Either |Chain? _ ? S|=Ror |Chain? _ ? S|
=R&1 and |Brchain? _ ? S|=1.
The second statement is analogous with S$, T instead of
S, R.
Proof. (a) Let C=e1 } } } en # ChainSmp ?’ S. Then C is
a sequence of consecutive edges of Smp ? _ Ssp ?. Let f be
a successor or predecessor of C on ? _ ? . Then f  S because
otherwise C  ChainSmp ?$ S. Now, assume f is a predecessor
of C on ? _ ? . If f # S we have literals L, G, H such that
e1=L  G, f =L  H, and e, f # E(Smp ?$). This cannot be
because a second main path begins at x and ends at x
without contradictory pairs in between. Therefore C #
Chain? _ ? S. The direction Chain? _ ? SChainSmp ?$ S
follows directly.
(b) As in (a) we can show
ChainSmp ?$ S=Chain? _ ? S _ Brchain? _ ? S.
If |Brchain? _ ? S|>1 then we would have two chains
containing segments like L  G  H and A  G  B in
ChainSmp ?$ S. This cannot happen on a second main path,
which has contradictory literals only at the beginning and
end.
(c) The claim follows as in (b). K
A.3. Definition and Corollary. (a) Let ? be a simple
cycle. For r, R with 1rk, 1Rr, and Rk&r+2 we
define
L?(r, R)=|[SE(?) | |S|=r, |Chain? _ ? S|=R]|,
hence L?(r, R) is the number of ways in which we can choose
r edges from ? such that they form R chains on ?;
G?(r, R)=|[SE(? _ ? ) | |S|=r,
|Brchain? _ ? S|=0| |Chain? _ ? S|=R]|,
hence G?(r, R) is the number of ways to choose r edges from
? _ ? such that they form R chains on ? _ ? ;
K?(r, R)=|[SE(? _ ? ) | |S|=r,
|Chain? _ ? S|=R&1, |Brchain? _ ? S|=1]|,
hence K?(r, R) is the number of ways to choose r edges from
? _ ? such that they form R&1 chains on ? _ ? and one
broken chain.
Finally, let
M(r, R)=2R }
l
R
} \ rR+ } \
l&r
R + .
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(b) We have
L?(r, R)=
l
R
} \ r&1R&1+ } \
l&r&1
R&1 + (see also [16]),
G?(r, R)2R } L?(r, R)M(r, R),
K?(r, R)M(r, R).
Proof. (b) Let
x ww P
?= ,
Q ww x
where P=Fmp ? and Q=Smp ?. The first claim: If r=1
then R=1 we have l possibilities and the claim holds.
Now, let r>1. First we determine the number of sets
SE(?) with |S|=r and |Chain? S|=R such that S
contains the edge x  L, where L is the first literal of P.
Each S which neither contains the predecessor of x  L
nor the successor can be obtained in exactly one way by the
following choosing process:
Choose the lengths of the chains except x  L; i.e, choose
a vector (v1 , ..., vR&1) with vi>0 such that v1+ } } } +vR&1
=r&1: ( r&2R&2) possibilities [15, Exercise 11, p. 13] Choose
the number of edges between the chains; that is, choose a
vector (w1 , ..., wr) with wi>0 and w1+ } } } +wR=l&r:
( l&r&1R&1 ) possibilities. In total we have (
r&2
R&2) } (
l&r&1
R&1 )
possibilities.
If S contains either the predecessor of x  L or the
successor we have 2 } ( r&2R&1) } (
l&r&1
R&1 ) possibilities. If S
contains both the predecessor and the successor of x  L we
have ( r&2R ) } (
l&r&1
R&1 ) possibilities. All together this gives
( rR)(
l&r&1
R&1 ) possibilities. If S does not contain x  L we get
( r&1R&1)(
l&r
R ) possibilities in a similar way. And
\ rR+ } \
l&r&1
R&1 ++\
r&1
R&1+\
l&r
R +
=\ rR+
l&r
R +\
r&1
R&1+\
l&r&1
R&1 +=
l
R \
r&1
R&1+\
l&r&1
R&1 + .
The second claim: Each set S with |S|=r and
|Chain? _ ? S|=R and |Brchain? _ ? S|=0 can be obtained
as follows:
(1) Choose r edges in R chains on ? : L?(r, R) possi-
bilities.
(2) For each chosen chain choose its complement or
not: 2R possibilities.
The third claim: Each set S with |S|=r, |Chain? _ ? S|=
R&1, and |Brchain? _ ? S|=1 can be obtained as follows:
(1) Choose R+1 chains on ? such that one chain
begins (ends) with x and one ends (begins) with
x : L?(r, R+1) possibilities.
(2) For each of the R&1 chains, not contributing to the
broken chain decide whether its complement is chosen or
not: 2R&1 possibilities.
(3) For the two chosen chains on ? contributing to the
broken chain choose which one to complement: 2 possi-
bilities.
Altogether we have M(r, R) possibilities. K
A.4. Definition and Lemma. (a) For r, R with 1r
k, 1Rr, and Rk&r+2 let
&1(r, R)=M(r, R) }
(n&1&r&R)! } k2
(k&r&R+2)! } (n&1&k)!
} (k&r)! } 2k&r&R+2,
&2(r, R)=M(r, R) }
(n&1&k&r&R)! } k2
(k&r&R+2)! } (n&1&2k)!
} (k&r)! } 2k&r&R+2.
(b) If R=1, the number of pairs of simple cycles in the
complete formula graph satisfying condition 3.b with
parameters r, R is + } n } &2(r, R).
If R2 this number is + } n2 } &2(r, R).
The same applies to condition 4.b.
(c) If R=1, the number of pairs of simple cycles satisfying
condition 5 with parameters r, R is + } +1 } l } n } &2(r, R).
If R2, this number is + } +1 } l } n2 } &2(r, R).
The same applies to condition 6.
(c) If R=1 and T=1, the number of pairs of simple
cycles satisfying condition 7 with parameters r, R and t, T is
+ } l } n } &1(r, R) } n } &2(t, T ).
If R=1 and T2 or if R2 and T=1, this number is
+ } l } n } &1(r, R) } n2 } &2(t, T ); if R2 and T2 it is
+ } l } n2 } &1(r, R) } n2 } &2(r, R).
Proof. (b) Let R=1. Each pair of simple cycles (?, ?$)
satisfying condition 3.b with parameters r, R can be
obtained by the following choosing process:
(1) Choose ? : + possibilities. (This also fixes Fmp ?$.)
(2) Choose the edges from ? _ ? which also occur in
Smp ?$ : M(r, R) possibilities by A.3(b) and A.2(a).
(3) Choose the remaining variables for Smp ?$ : n }
(n&1&k&r&R)! } k2(k&r&R+2)! } (n&1&2k)! pos-
sibilities, which can be seen as follows: Let x, x be the
contradictory pair of ?. Then x, x is the contradictory pair
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of ?$. Let M be the set of nodes touched by the edges chosen
in (2). It is easy to see that |M|=r+R. We distinguish three
cases.
Let x  M and x  M. To complete Smp ?$ we must
choose k&r&R variables from n&1&k&r&R variables;
hence we have ( n&1&k&r&Rk&r&R ) ways to choose.
Let either x # M or x # M. Now we must choose
k&r&R+1 variables from n&1&k&r&R+1 variables.
This gives us
\n&1&k&r&R+1k&r&R+1 +n }
(n&1&k&r&R)! } k
(k&r&R+2)! } (n&1&2k)!
ways to choose.
The third case x # M and x # M, cannot occur, because
R=1 and Smp ?${Smp ? and Smp ?${Ssp ?. (This is the
reason for the fact that the upper bound for R=1 is smaller
than that for R2.)
(4) Order the variables and the chain chosen in (3) and
(2): (k&r)! possibilities, which can be seen as follows: We
distinguish three cases analogously to (3):
Let x, x  M. Then each path x  P  x, where P is made
up from the variables and the chain chosen in (3) and (2)
uniquely determines a permutation of k&r&R+R=k&r
objects. If either x # M or x # M, each path P, as before,
uniquely determines a permutation of the k&r&
R+1=k&r variables chosen in (3). The chain chosen in
(2) must not be moved because it contains x or x .
(5) Decide whether the variables chosen in (3) shall be
negated or not: 2k&r possibilities.
Altogether (1) through (5) give us at most + } n } &2(r, R)
ways to choose.
Now let R2. Then we have the following choosing
process:
(1), (2) as before.
(3) Choose the remaining variables for Smp ?$ : n2 }
(n&1&k&r&R)! k2(k&r&R+2)! } (n&1&2k)! pos-
sibilities, which can be seen as follows: As before let x, x
be the contradictory pair of ? and of ?$. Let M be the set of
nodes touched by the edges chosen in (2). Then |M|=r+R.
We distinguish three cases.
If x  M and x  M we get the same result as for R=1. If
either x  M or x  M we get the same result as for R=1,
too. If x # M and x # M, to complete Smp ?$ we must choose
k&r&R+2 variables from n&1&k&r&R+2 variables.
Hence we have
\n&1&k&r&R+2k&r&R+2 +n2 }
(n&1&k&r&R)!
(k&r&R+2)! } (n&1&2k)!
ways to choose.
(4) Order the variables and chains chosen in (3) and
(2): (k&r)! possibilities, which can be seen by a case
distinction analogously to the one made for R=1. The only
new case which can occur here is: x # M and x # M. Then
each path x  P  x, where P is made up from the chosen
chains and variables uniquely determines a permutation of
k&r&R+2+R&2=k&r objects. (Not every permuta-
tion can occur.) The chain containing x and the chain
containing x must not be permuted.
(5) The possibility of negating the variables chosen in
(3) gives at most 2k&r&R+2 additional possibilities.
Altogether we have + } n2 } &2(r, r) ways to choose.
(c) Each pair (?, ?$) satisfying condition 5 with param-
eters r, R such that for the contradictory pair y, y of ?$
holds y, y # Lit(? _ ? ) (note that this does not mean that
y, y is the contradictory pair of ?) is obtained by the first
choosing process iff R=1 and by the second iff R2.
First choosing process: R=1.
(1) Choose ? : + possibilities.
(2) Choose Fmp ?$ : l } +1 possibilities. Note that the
factor l allows us to choose the contradictory pair of ?$ from
Lit(? _ ? ).
(3) Choose the edges (a single chain or a broken chain)
from ? _ ? which are also contained in Smp ?$ : M(r, R)
possibilities.
(4) Choose the remaining variables necessary to
complete Smp ?$ : n } (n&1&k&r&R)! } k2(k&r&
R+2)! } (n&1&2k)! possibilities. This can be seen as in (b).
(5) Order the chain and the variables from (3) and (4):
(k&r)! possibilities, and decide if the variables shall be
negated: 2k&r&R+1 possibilities.
Altogether we have at most + } +1 } l } n } &2(r, R)
possibilities to choose.
Second choosing process: R2
(1), (2) As in the first choosing process.
(3) Choose the edges from ? _ ? or which are also
contained in Smp ?$ : M(r, R) possibilities.
(4) Choose the remaining variables necessary to
complete Smp ?$ : n2 } (n&1&k&r&R)! } k2(k&r&
R+2)! } (n&1&2k) possibilities. This can be seen as in (b).
(5) Order and decide to negate: (k&r)! } 2k&r&R+2
possibilities.
Altogether we have + } +1 } l } n2 } &2(r, R) ways to
choose.
Each pair (?, ?$) satisfying condition (5) with parameters
r, R such that for the contradictory pair y, y of ?$ holds
y, y  Lit(? _ ? ) is obtained by the following choosing
process:
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(1) Choose ? : + possibilities.
(2) Choose Fmp ?$ : n } +1 possibilities. Here we have
the factor n to allow for the choice of the contradictory pair
of ?$.
(3) Choose the edges from ? _ ? which are also
contained in Smp ?$ : M(r, R) possibilities.
(4) Choose the remaining variables necessary to
complete Smp ?$: ( n&1&k&r&Rk&r&R )(n&1&k&r&R)! } k
2
(k&r&R+2)! } (n&1&2k)! possibilities. As the edges
chosen in (2) cannot touch the contradictory pair of ?$, we
must choose k&r&R variables from n&1&k&r&R
variables.
(5) Order and decide to negate: (k&r)! } 2k&r&R
possibilities.
Altogether we have at most + } +1 } n } &2(r, R) ways to
choose.
(d) Each pair (?, ?$) satisfying condition 7 with
parameters r, R and t, T such that for the contradictory pair
y, y of ?$ holds y, y # Lit(? _ ? ) is obtained by:
Choosing process 1 iff R=1 and T=1,
Choosing process 2 iff R=1 and T2,
Choosing process 3 iff R2 and T=1,
Choosing process 4 iff R2 and T2.
Choosing process 1: R=1 and T=1
(1) Choose ? : + possibilities.
(2) Choose the contradictory pair of ?$: l possibilities.
Note that we must pick a variable from ?.
(3) Choose the edges from ? _ ? which are also
contained in Fmp ?$ : M(r, R) possibilities.
(4) Choose the remaining variables to complete Fmp ?$ :
n } (n&1&r&R)! } k2(k&r&R+2)! } (n&1&k)! possi-
bilities, which can be seen as before.
(5) Order and decide to negate: (k&r)! } 2k&r&R+1
possibilities.
(6) Choose Smp ?$ : M(t, T ) } n } ((n&1&k&t&T )!
} k2(k&t&T+1)! } (n&1&2k)!) } (k&t)! } 2k&t+1 possi-
bilities.
Altogether we have at most + } l } n } &1(r, R) } n } &2(t, T )
ways to choose.
Choosing process 2: R=1 and T2:
(1), (2), (3), (4), (5) as in choosing process 1.
(6) Choose Smp ?$ : M(t, T) } n2 } ((n&1&k&t&T)!
} k2(k&t&T+2)! } (n&1&2k)!) } (k&t)! } 2k&t&T+2
possibilities as T2.
We have at most + } l } n } M(r, R) } n2 M(t, T) possibilities.
Choosing process 3: Analogous to choosing process 2.
Choosing process 4: R2 and T2:
(1), (2), (3) as in choosing process 1.
(4) Choose the remaining variables to complete
Fmp ?$: n2 } (n&1&r&R)! } k2(k&r&R+2)! (n&1&2k)!
possibilities, as R2.
(5) Order and decide to negate: (k&r)! } 2k&r&R+2
possibilities.
(6) Choose Smp ?$ : M(t, T) } n2 } ((n&1&k&t&T)!
} k2(k & t & T + 2)! } (n & 1 & 2k)!) } (k & t)! } 2k & t & T + 2
possibilities as T2.
This gives at most + } l } n2 } &1(r, R) } n2 } &2(t, T) ways to
choose.
Each pair (?, ?$) satisfying condition 7 with parameters
r, R and t, T such that for the contradictory pair y, y of ?$
holds y, y  Lit(? _ ? ) is obtained by the following choosing
process:
(1) Choose ? : + possibilities.
(2) Choose the contradictory pair of ?$ : n possi-
bilities.
(3) Choose the edges from ? _ ? which are contained in
Fmp ?$ : M(r, R) possibilities.
(4) Choose the remaining variables to complete
Fmp ?$ : ( n&1&r&Rk&r&R )(n&1&r&R)! } k
2(k&r&R+2)!
} (n&1&k)! possibilities. Note that the edges chosen in (3)
do not touch the contradictory pair of ?$.
(5) Order and decide to negate or not: (k&r)! }
2k&r&R possibilities.
(6) Choose Smp ?$ : M(t, T ) } ((n&1&k&t&T)! }
k2(k&t&T+2)! } (n&1&2k)!) } (k&t)! } 2k&t&T possi-
bilities to choose.
Altogether we have n } &1(r, R) } &2(t, T ) ways to
choose. K
The following lemma finishes the proof of Lemma 3.8.
A.5. Lemma. EX3b (EX)2=o(1), EX5 (EX)2=o(1),
EX7 (EX)2=o(1): the same applies to EX4b and EX6 .
Proof. First we decompose the random variables Xi .
For r, R with 1rk, 1Rr, and Rk&r+2 let
X3brR= :
(?, ?$)
X? } X?$ ,
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where the sum goes over all pairs (?, ?$) in the complete
formula graph satisfying condition 3.b with parameters r, R
and analogously for X5rR and X7rRtT . Then
EX3b
(EX)2
= :
r, R
EX3brR
(EX)2
= :
r1
R=1
EX3brR
(EX)2
+ :
rR2
EX3brR
(EX)2
.
The first summand: Let R=1. By A.4.(b) we have at most
+ } n } &2(r, R) pairs (?, ?$) satisfying condition 3.b with
parameters r, R. For each (?, ?$) we have ( N&l&k&1+rq&l&k&1+r )
graphs in FG(q) containing ? and ?$. Hence
EX3brR+ } n } &2(r, R) } \N&l&k&1+rq&l&k&1+r +<\
N
q +
and
EX3brR
(EX)2
+ } n } &2(r, R)
_\N&l&k&1+rq&l&k&1+r +<\
N
q +_\
N
q +
2
<+2 } \N&lq&l +
2
=
1
+
} n } &2(r, R) } \N&l&k&1+rq&l&k&1+r +<\
N&l
q&l +
_\Nq +<\
N&l
q&l +

1
+
} n } &2(r, R) } \ q&lN&l+
k+1&r
_\Nq + l } (1+o(1)) (k, l=o(n12), rk)

1
+
} n } &2(r, R) } \ qN+
k+1&r
} \Nq +
2k+2
} (1+o(1)) (cf. proof of Lemma 3.6)
=
1
+
} n } &2(r, R) } \Nq +
k+1+r
} (1+o(1))

1
n } +1
} n } \2(n&1)C +
k+1
}
1
+2
} &2(r, R) } \nq+
r
_(1+o(1))
as q=q(n)C } n and +=n } +1 } +2 .
For the first half of this product we have
1
+1
} \2(n&1)C +
k+1
=
1
(n&1)k } 2k&1
}
2k+1(n&1)k+1
Ck+1
} (1+o(1))
4
n&1
Ck+1
} (1+o(1))4 } (1+o(1))
as k=logC n. Below we show that
:
r1
R=1
1
+2
} &2(r, R) } \Nq +
r
=o(1).
If rR2 we get in the same manner (note the additional
factor n)
EX3brR
(EX)2
4 }
1
+2
} n } &(r, R) } \Nq +
r
} (1+o(1)).
Below we show that
:
rR2
1
+2
} n } &2(r, R) } \Nq +
r
=o(1).
Similarly we have
EX5
(EX)2
= :
r1
R=1
EX5rR
(EX)2
+ :
rR2
EX5rR
(EX)2
.
For each pair (?, ?$) of simple cycles satisfying condition 5
with parameters r, R we have ( N&2l+rq&2l+r ) graphs of FG(q)
containing ? and ?$. The first summand: Let R=1. With
A.4.(c) we get
EX5rR
(EX)2
+ } +1 } l } n } &2(r, R)
} \N&2l+rq&2l+r +<\
N
q +_\
N
q+
2
<+2 } \N&lq&l +
2
=
1
+2
} l } &2(r, R) } \N&2l+rq&2l+r +<\
N&l
q&l +
_\Nq +<\
N&l
q&l +

1
+2
} l } &2(r, R) } \ qN+
l&r
} \Nq +
l
} (1+o(1))
(cf. proof of Lemma 3.6, l=o(n12))
=
1
+2
} l } &2(r, R) } \Nq +
r
} (1+o(1)).
Let R2. Analogously we get (note the factor n)
Ex5rR
(EX)2

1
+2
} l } n } &2(r, R) } \Nq +
r
} (1+o(1)).
For X7 we have with A=EX7rRtT(EX)2:
EX7
(EX)2
= :
rT=1
rR=1
A+ :
tT=1
rR2
A+ :
tT2
rR=1
A+ :
tT2
rR2
A.
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For each pair (?, ?$) satisfying condition 7 with parameters
r, R and t, T we have ( N&2l+r+tq&2l+r+t ) graphs in FG(q) containing
? and ?$.
Let R=1 and T=1. With A.4(d) we get
A+ } l } n } &1(r, R) } n } &2(t, T)
_\N&2l+r+tq&2l+r+t +<\
N
q +_\
N
q +
2
<+2\N&lq&l +
2

1
+1
} l } n12 } &1(r, R) } \Nq +
r
_
1
+2
} n12 } &2(t, T ) } \Nq +
t
} (1+o(1)).
If R=1 and T2 we get
A
1
+1
} l } n12 } &1(r, R) } \Nq +
r
_
1
+2
} n } n12 } &2(t, T ) } \Nq +
t
} (1+o(1)),
and analogously for R2 and T=1.
Finally, for R2 and T2 we get
A
1
+1
} l } n } n12 } &1(r, R) } \Nq +
r
_
1
+2
} n } n12 } &2(t, T ) } \Nq +
t
} (1+o(1)).
Our proof is finished by showing for i=1, 2,
S1, i= :
rR=1
1
+1
} n12 } l } &i (r, R) } \Nq +
r
=o(1)
and
S2, i= :
rR2
1
+i
} l } n } n12 } &i (r, R) } \Nq +
r
=o(1).
For the following estimates we use some ideas of [16]. First
we look at the case i=2:
1
+2
} &2(r, R)
=2R }
l
R
} \ rR+ } \
l&r
R +
_
(n&1&k&r)! } k2
(k&r&R+2)! } (n&1&2k)!
} (k&r)! } 2k&r&R+2
_\1<\n&1&kk + } k! } 2k&1+
=\ rR+ } 8 }
1
2r
_
l } (l&r)! } (n&1&k&r&R)!
k2(k&r)! k!(n&1&2k)!
R } R!(l&r&R)! } (k&r&R+2)!
_(1(n&1&2k)! (n&1&k)! } k!)
=\ rR+ } 8 }
1
2r
}
l } k2
R } R!
}
(l&r)R (k&r)R&2
(n&1&k)r+R
.
Furthermore,
(l&r)R (k&r)R&2
(n&1&k)r+R
=
(l&r)R
(n&1&k)r
}
(k&r)(k&r&1) } } } } } (k&r&R+3)
(n&1&k&r)(n&1&k&r&1)
} } } } } (n&1&k&r&R+3)
}
1
(n&1&k&r&R+2)
}
1
(n&1&k&r&R+1)

(l&r)R
(n&1&k)r
}
hR
(n&1&k)r
,
where h=k+2 as r+R&1k+1. Note that k&r&R+2
and k&r&R+1 can become 0 (see the conditions for
r, R, k).
The first factor of preceding product can be estimated as
(l&r)R
(n&1&k)r
=
(l&r)(l&r&1) } } } } } (l&r&R+1)
(n&1&k)(n&1&k&1) } } } } } (n&1&k&R+1)
_
1
(n&1&k&R) } } } } } (n&l&k&r+1)

l R
(n&1&k)R
}
1
(n&1&2k)r&R
as rk.
Hence
1
+2
} &2(r, R)\ rR+ } 8 }
1
2r
_
l } k2
R } R!
}
l R } hR
(n&1&k)2R } (n&1&2k)r&R
.
For i=1 we get the analogous result with n&1 and
n&1&k, instead of n&1&k and n&1&2k in the denom-
inator.
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This implies as R=1 in S1, 2 :
S1, 28 }
n12 } l 2 } h3
(n&1&k)2
}
1
2
} \Nq +
_ :
r1 \
r
1+ }
1
2r&1(n&1&2k)r&k \
N
q +
r&1
.
As
\ r1+ }
1
2 } (n&1&2k)
}
2(n&1)
C
=\r1+ }
1
C
(1+o(1))
\r1+ } D=\
(r&1)+1
1 + } D
when n is large and if D<1 is a suitable constant (note
n&1&2ktn&1 and C>1),
:
r1 \
(r&1)+1
1 + Dr&1=
1
(1&D)2
using [11, formula 5.56], and
n12 } l 2 } h3
(n&1&k)2
}
2(n&1)
C
=
n12 } l 2 } h3
n
}
2
C
(1+o(1))=o(1).
Because l 2 } h3=o(n12), we get that S1, 2=o(1).
The other sum, S1, 1 , can be treated similarly.
Now, for S2, 2 we get
S2, 28 } :
rR2 \
r
R+ }
1
2r
_
l } k2
R } R!
}
l R } hR
(n&l&k)2R (n&1&2k)r&R
} \Nq+
r
} l } n } n12
=8 } :
R2
l } k2
R } R!
}
l R } hR
(n&1&k)2R
_
1
2R
} \Nq+
R
} l } n } n12 } :
r&R0 \
r
R+
_
1
(n&1&2k)r&R
}
1
2r&R
} \Nq +
r&R
.
As before, we have
\ rR+
1
n&1&2k
}
1
2
}
N
q
\ rR+ } D=\
(r&R)+R
R + } D
where n is large enough and D<1 is a suitable constant;
hence
:
r&R0 \
r
R+ }
1
(n&1&2k)r&R
} \Nq +
r&R

1
(1&D)R+r
.
Moreover, for R2 we have
l } k2
R } R!
}
l R } hR
(n&1&k)2R
}
1
2R
} \Nq +
R
} l } n } n12 }
1
(1&D)R+1

1
(R&2)!
}
l R&2 } hR&2
(n&1&k)2(R&2)
_
1
2R&2
} \Nq +
R&2
}
1
(1&D)R&2
_
l 4 } h4 } n } n12
(n&1&k)4 \
2(n&1)
C +
2
}
1
(1&D)3
.
Then
E :=
l } h
(n&1&k)2
}
1
2
}
2(n&1)
C
}
2
1&D
=o(1)
and
F :=
l 4 } h4 } n } n12
(n&1&k)4
} \2(n&1)C +
2
}
1
(1&D)3
=o(1),
because l 4 } h4=o(n12) and (n&1&k)4tn4.
Finally
S2, 2 :
R2
1
(R&2)!
} E R&2 } F
=eE } F=(1+o(1))(o(1))=o(1).
The other sum S2, 1 can be dealt with similarly. K
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